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Recently M. Hashimoto announced that the resolutions of determinantal ideals 
depend on the characteristic of the base field. The purpose of this note is to give 
a short proof of this result. One should stress that even though the method we use 
is different from Hashimoto’s, his result provided us with the clue where the addi- 
tional relation exists. ‘D 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let us consider two vector spaces F, G over the field k of characteristic 
p. Let dim F= tn, dim G = n. We consider the ring T= S. (FQ G). We iden- 
tify T with the polynomial ring on the entries of generic rn x rz matrix X by 
lettingf, @gj correspond to the entry X, (1 < id rn, 1 <j< n; (fi), (gi) are 
bases in F and G). In T we consider the ideal Z, generated by q x q minors 
of the matrix X. We are interested in the chain of syzygies of T/Z,. 
We use freely the notation of Schur functors and Schur complexes. We 
denote the Schur functor by L, and co-Schur function by K,, following 
[A-B-W]. For a map of free modules A + B we denote by LI(A + Bj the 
Schur complex on this map. Let us recall that the terms of LA(A + B) are 
up to filtration C L, B@ K,i,A. We also recall that for any t there is a 
natural universally free subcomplex &Ln(A ---f B) which consists of those 
L,,BQ K+A for which ,uL1 > t. 
To understand the syzygies of T/I, we use the method from [P-W]. Let 
Grass = Grass(n - q + 1, G) be the Grassmannian of n - q + 1 subspaces in 
G. Let 0 + R + G + Q + 0 be the tautological sequence of bundles over 
Grass, dim Q = q - 1, dim R = n - q + 1. 
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We start with the vanishing result essentially due to 
LEMMA 1. H’(Grass, L;Q) = 0 for i> 0 arId ON A. 
H’(Grass. L,Q) = L.,G f A,<q-1. 
H’(Grass, LAQ) = 0 f A,>q-1. 
Proof Let Flag be the full flag variety of G. We have the natura: 
projection 
p: Flag + Grass. 
Let 3’;. be the line bundle on Flag corresponding to weight 1. 
version of Kempfs vanishing theorem [K] we have Rip, 4?, 
and R’p, ~j. = LAQ since p is a fibration with the libre being the product 
of two flag varieties. Indeed, the tibre of p over R is a pair tens 
flag in R and a flag in Q = G/R. By Kempfs theorem we 
H’(Flag, Yj.) = 0 for i> 0 and H”(F g, ZA j = L;. 6. The lemma follows 
now from Leray’s spectral sequence. 
THEOREM 2. The irh syzygy of T/l, equals 
i+k 
SYZ(ij= @ Hk Grass, /i (R@F)\. 
Proof. Let us treat the matrix X as a map X: F--+ G”. Let 
Z t Grass x Spec T be the set of pairs CR, X) such that Im Xc Q*. Then we 
can apply the theorem from Section I.1 of [P-W ] for N= 0, = 5’. (Q 0 &!): 
P” = A’ (R 0 F), B” = S . (G 0 F + Q @ F). The only thing one has to prove 
is Condition 1 of this theorem, i.e.: H’(Grass x Spec T, N)= T/Tq an 
H’fGrass x Spec T. N) = 0 for i > 0. To prove it we use the straightening 
law. It says that (up to filtration) S. (Q 0 F) = x LnQ 63 L, F. Thus by 
Lemma I the higher cohomology of S. (Q @ 1;) vanishes. We also see by 
Lemma 1 that H’(Grass x Spec T, N) has a filtration with associated 
graded object x LAG $3 L, F where we sum over 11 1 satisfying i, I d q - 1. 
This shows that H’(Grass x Spec T, N) = T/T,. 
To evaluate H’(,A\’ (ROI;)) we use the analogue 
law. ;I’ (RO F) has a filtration whose associate 
C K, R @ L,F where we sum over all partitions ,D o 
filtration are the subbundles &<A whose associa 
C, G ,. k;,R 0 L,F. Here d denotes the total order on partitions of j 
defined as follows: p Q A if ,P = 1 or ,u~ > .A, for the smallest s for which 
pu, # A,~ We analyse the spectral sequence of this filtration. To calculate t 
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cohomology of K, R we use the explicit r-acyclic resolution LA(G --, Q) of 
K,R. The resolution is r-acyclic by Lemma 1. We claim that 
T(L,(G + Q)) is naturally isomorphic to LA(G + G)/Sq. ILA(G -+ G). 
(#I 
Indeed, we have a commutative diagram 
id G-G 
id 
I I 
G- Q. 
It induces a natural map L,(G --) G) -+ LA(G + Q). Applying the functor f 
to this map we get a map 0’: L,(G + G) --, T(L,(G + Q)). We want to 
show that this map is an epimorphism with the kernel Pq- i LA(G + G). 
First of all it is clear that O’(Pq _ i L,(G --+ G)) = 0 for dimension reasons. 
This gives the induced map 9: LA(G + G)/Y,- 1 L,(G --f G) -+ I’(L,(G --f Q)). 
Let us define the subcomplexes 2”<, and%<,,ofL,(G-+G)/S$-,L,(G+G) 
with the associated graded objects C,,, < y KAig G @ L, G and C,,, G ,, K,,, G 
@ L,G, respectively. Let 9<, and 9<” be the subcomplexes of LA(G + Q) 
with the associated graded objects C,,, < y K,i, G Q L, Q and x.p,P G y KAiP G 
0 L,Q, respectively. The existence of !E <,,, X<,., 9<,, 9&Y is a consequence 
of [A-B-W], Theorem II, 4.11. Let 2,,=l-(9CY), 5?<,,= r(9<,,). Then the 
map 8 induces a commutative diagram 
o----+*5!“<,- 9-<,,- KAi,> G Q L, G - 0 
I I I 
o- 6<,,----+ 2T<y- K,,,G@ L,G. 
The vertical map on the right hand side is induced by the map 
L,G + r(L.,Q) = L,,G, so it is an identity. This means that the right hand 
side map in the second row is onto, and the simple induction on v shows 
that 6’ is an isomorphism. This proves the claim (# ). 
Now we define Hashimoto’s cycle. Let us consider q x q minors of 
(q + 3) x (q + 3) matrix (m = n = q + 3) and let p = 3. 
THEOREM 3. H4-1(/\q+3 (ROF)) and Hq(/jq+’ (ROF)) contain the 
representation /jq + 3 G @ /jq+ 3 F. 
Remark. Let us recall that in characteristic 0 we have 
Hq(Aq+ 3 (R 0 F)) = 0 so Theorem 3 shows that in characteristic 3 the 
resolution becomes different, i.e., rank of the third and fourth syzygy 
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module in a minimal resolution of r/I, for (4 + 3) x (9 + 3) matrix is bigger 
in characteristic 3 than in characteristic 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We first analyse Hy ~~ ‘(K,,,, r R). 
construction 
H9 l(K,,, 1 , R)=H9-1(Ly,2,1(G~G,~~9~ILq~2.1~G-aG)) 
=Hq(.9gILq.2,1(G+ G)). 
The last complex starts with A4 G 0 Kz, 1 G in degree q. Let us recall that 
we have an exact sequence 
O+K,.,G+~G@G-;G-0. (*j 
This means the diagonalisation A: /t,’ G -+ A2 G Q G induces in charac- 
teristis 3 the map 8: A3 G + K,,,G. Let us consider the map 
We will show that CI is a cycle in 9&IL,,2.,(G + G). Let us notice that the 
differential d in S$ _ t L,,,, I(G + G) is a composition. 
~GQK,,G~ ;~GQGQGQG~ L~,,,GQGQG~ 
where i: is a canonical epimorphism A” G 0 G -+ L,, I ;G, and d’ is a dif= 
ferential in the Schur complex L ,2.1 ,( G -+ G). It is a direct calculation to 
show that the composition d’ 8 is the diagonal embedding of A” G into 
G 0 G @ G. Now it is completely clear that the image of the map 
is contained in A 4f’GQG@G inside of A\“G@G@G@G, which means 
that DL is a cycle. 
This construction shows that ,I”+’ G occurs in HqP ‘(K,,,r R). 
Now we see that A9+’ G@ L,,2,1F occurs in Hqp1(Kq,2,1R@ Lq,,,l, j. @’ 
This means that there are x copies of A”+’ G@ l\yt3 F in 
Hq-‘(KqZ ,ROL 
position factor in 
q,2, r F) where x is the multiplicity of Aq ‘~ 3 F as a COM.- 
L q,z,I F. To prove Theorem 3 it is encugh to show that 
at least one of these representations does not cancel out in the spectral 
sequence associated to the filtration on /\ (R @ F). Let ~4~;. be the sub-- 
module of A. (R@F) with the associated graded object zPS,. K,,R@ L,,s", 
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and &Cl the submodule of A. (R 0 F) with the associated graded object 
c ~ < 1 K, R @ L, F. Then the exact sequence 
o+~<,l+s;4,,? -+KAR@LAF+O 
induces the long exact sequence of cohomology groups 
O+H~-‘(A’<,)+H~-‘(~~,,)-+H~-~(K~R@L~F)+H~(SJ<J+ . . . . 
(**) 
This sequence starts from the q - 1st group since for all ,u and all s 6 q - 1, 
H’(K, R 0 &, F) = 0 (it follows from the fact that for s < 4 the sth term of 
9&I L,(G+ G) is zero). From the sequences (w) we see that for each A, 
Hq-‘(s4,n) embeds into Hq-‘(l”\. (R @ F)). Thus it is enough to show that 
for A= (q, 2, 1) Hq-‘(&i,) contains composition factor A\y+3 G @ Aq+3 F. 
In fact we will show the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. (a) Let q = 2. Then there is no partition earlier than 
A. = (2, 2, 1) in the order 6, such that H2(K,R) contains A’ G. 
(b) Let q 3 3. Then the only partition p earlier than A = (q, 2, 1) in the 
order 6, such that Hq(K,R) contains Aq+3 G, is ,a = (q, 3). The IIon-zero 
cohomology of K,,,,,R is Hq(KC,3,R)=Hq+‘(KCq,3,R)=/“\q+3 G. 
LEMMA 5. Let A= (q, 2, l), ,u = (q, 3). Then the multiplicity of Aqf3 F as 
a composition factor of L, F is strictly bigger than the multiplicity oj-A” + 3 F 
as a composition factor of L,F. 
Theorem 3 fdllows now from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. Indeed, x copies 
of Aqi3G@/1 q+3 F can cancel out only for q 2 3, and only with 
Hq(Kcq,3,RQL~q,3, F) which by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 contains less than 
x copies of A qc3 G@Aqt3 F. This shows that Hq-1(Aq+3 (R@F)) 
contains the representation A”’ 3 G 0 A” + 3 F. 
The Euler characteristic of A q+3 (R @ F) is independent of the charac- 
teristic of the base field. This mealis that some higher cohomology 
group Hq+“(Aqf3 (RQF)) has to contain extra representation 
Aq+3 G@/\q+3 F. Since H’(AqT3 (R@F))=O for s>q+3 (since this 
is true for all K:, R’s), the only possibilities are Hq(Aq+3 (R@ F)) 
and Hq+2(Aq+3 (ROF)). If Hq+2(/\qf3 (R@F)) would contain 
A” + 3 G @ A”+ 3 F, this would mean by Theorem 2 that the first syzygy 
module of Tll, is different in characteristic 3. This would mean that the 
ideal of 2 x 2 minors of 5 x 5 matrix in characteristic 3 is not radical. This 
is a contradiction which concludes the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
Proof sf Lemma 4. There are 5 partitions earlier than (q, 2, 1). They 
are (q+ 3), (q+ 2, l), (q+ 1, 1, l), (q+ 1, 2), (q, 3) (for q=2 only the first 
four are valid). 
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(1) p = (q + 3). The complex .9$- rL,(G --L 6) looks h 
. . +O-+hG@D,G 2G+qA2 GQ64g~3 G 
with the term Aq G @ D,G appearing in degree q. This is part of the dual 
of a Koszul complex, and the only homology occurs in degree q. 
(2) p = (q + 2, 1). The complex Fq- ,L,(G -+ G) looks like 
. . . +O-;IG@D2G@C- 
where the term A9 G Q D, G @ G occurs in 
indicate associated graded objects of the actual terms. In fact one sees 
easily that Fq _ I L,( G + G) is a total complex of the double complex 
q+2 
f, GQG- L (q+Z.l) G. 
The homology of the rows gives us the El-term 
q+l 
/‘j GO&G 
and the vertical differential is dual to the Koszul differential. T 
that the only non-zero homology is Wq-r(KPR). 
(3) p = (q + 1, 1,l). The complex FqP ,L,(G -+ G) looks hke 
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. . +O+AGQiGQG+ 
~(L,q+~,,,GQG)O(L,q,,,,,GQG)-tL,q+,,,,~,G 
with the term A” G Q A\2 G 0 G occurring in degree q, and the direct sums 
indicating associated graded objects of the actual terms. Again we can 
express Fq _ , L,,(G -+ G) as a double complex 
~GQ~GQG - L,q,,,GQGQG - L,q,,,,,G@G 
I I I 9+1 /j GQAG - Lcq+,,,,G@G - Lcq+wP 
We observe that the first row has the differential which is the identity on 
the last factor G. Thus it is enough to calculate the homology of the second 
row. It turns out to be /\,+ 3 G (embedded by the diagonal inside of 
Aq+r G @A* G). Thus the E ‘-term of the spectral sequence turns out to be 
9+* 
/j G;QG 
I 
9f3 
/w 
and again we see that the cohomology of K,R is concentrated in degree 
q- 1. 
(4) ,D = (q + I, 2). The complex gq- i L,(G --f G) looks like 
. . . -+~+QD,GQG+ 
( 
qi1G~~2~ O(L,,,,GOGOG) 
> 
-‘(L,q+,,,jGOG)O(L,q,,,GOG)~L,q+,,,,G 
with the term A9 G @ D, G 0 G occurring in degree q, and the direct sums 
indicating associated graded objects of the actual terms. We can express 
Fq _ r LJG + G) as a double complex 
A GQD*GQG - L,q,,,GQGQG - L,,,,GQ G 
I I I 9+1 
A GOD,G - L,q+,,,,GOG - L(q+1,2j G. 
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Again we observe that the differential in the first row is the identity on the 
last factor. Let us calculate the homology of the second row. To do it we 
use the Akin-Buchsbaum resolutions of the two-row Schur functors [A- 
We can resolve our row in the following way 
4+1 
/\ GOD26 - L(,.l,l,GQG - L (4 + I,21 G 
T 
‘A GQD2G---+ ‘/j GQGQG 
I q+l 
/\ GQAG 
i T Y+ 
0 PO + A G. 
The columns of this double complex are Akin-Buchsbaum resolutions of 
L’s tensored with the identity on the other factors. It is easy to identify the 
horizontal maps as the duals of Koszul differentials tensored with the iden- 
tity on the first factor. Thus homology of the rows of the double complex 
q+l q+1 
/j G@D,G--+ A GQGQG----+ 
T T Yf2 Y+2 q+3 
+ /j GQG - /J GO@@ /j G 
T I q+3 ,cl + Iv 
becomes 
T 
Y+3 
Iv 
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with the vertical map coming from Akin-Buchsbaum resolution, i.e., 
being a multiplication by 2. This means that our double complex has no 
homology, and thus Fq ~_ 1L,( G -+ G) is also exact. 
(5) p=(q, 3) (we assume q33). The complex S$,L,(G+G) looks 
like 
. . ~o-AGQD,G-L,,,,GOD,G~L,,2,GQG-rL,,I,G 
with the term A4 GO D,G occurring in degree q. Again we use the Akin- 
Buchsbaum resolutions of the two-row Schur functors [A-B]. We can 
resolve our complex in the following way 
A GO&G- L(,,,,GQ&G - L,,2,GQG - L (63; G 
I I I I 
AG@D3G --+;~G~GoD~G-+~~GB~Go(;- AG~/~G 
I I I 
Y+’ 9+1 9fl 
/j GOD,G - A G@GQG - A G@iG 
9f2 q+2 
O/jGGOG O/j GQG 
I 
“A2 GQG 
q+2 
-/j GQG 
9+3 
O/p 
9+3 
O//G 
Now we will analyse the homology of the rows of the double complex 
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/ 
4tl I 
/j GQD,G 4 
The horizontal differentials turn out to be duals of Koszui differentiak+ so 
the only terms that are left are four copies of Aq + 3 G. The vertical differen- 
tial on the El-term is induced from the Akin-~~chsbaum resolution and 
turns out to be 
4+3 
/j G. 
This means that in the E a term there are two copies of /‘:q + 3 G which 
proves the last claim of Lemma 4. 
Prnof of Lemma 5. We will construct a natural epimorphism 
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cp: L ,4.2.1,f--‘Lb?.3) F over a field of characteristic 3, and we will show that 
the kernel of cp contains /j q+ 3 F as a composition factor. 
We start with the dual of the sequence (*). 
Since the composition 
is a multiplication by 3, we get the natural map v: L2,1F-+ A3 F sending 
the tableau (x A JJ)Z onto x A 1’ A z. Let us consider the map 
I claim that there exists a natural map q: Lc4,2,,JF-+ L,,,,F making the 
following diagram commute 
I I 
L (4.2.1) F’PL (Y.36 
where the vertical maps are the natural epimorphisms. 
The only thing to prove is that the relations defining Ltq,2,1j F as a factor 
of A” F@LzlF (compare Lemma 11.2.15. from [A-B-W]) are sent by 
1 @v to the relations defining Lcy,,) F as a factor of A” F@,j’ F. This is 
straightforward and we leave it to the reader. 
The map q, is clearly an epimorphism. It sends the tableau 
(a, A ... A a,)(b A c)(d) to (a1 A ..’ A a,j(b A c A d). 
Next we define another “exceptional” natural map defined in charac- 
teristic 3. This will be a map $: Lc,,,,,,,F+ Ltq,z.IjF. 
It is defined on the tableau (a, A ... A a,)(bcd) to be (a, A ... A aq) 
(b A C)(d) + (a, A ... A a,)(d A c)(d). Indeed, the functor L,, I, ,,,,F is a 
cokernel 
where 6 is a Koszul differential. The element (b A c)(d) + (d A c)(b) is 
easily found to be symmetric in b, c, d (as an element in L2,, F) and finally 
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one checks directly that the relations d are satisfied on the images of qt. 
Moreover, one checks immediateiy that cp$ = 0. Thus we have the complex 
L I4.1,1,1) FL Lcq,2.1,F* L:, 3riG- 0. 
Wow we consider the corresponding sequence of Specht modules 
%&1.1,1+ &/.2,1+ s,,,,,- a (,*,‘j 
Sj. being the subset of elements of L,F of weight (1, 1, ~.,l 1) with respect o 
the maximal torus. The spaces S, are modules over the symmetric group, 
and their composition series give the “p-regular” part of composition series 
of L,F’s. We want to show that the sign representation occurs in the 
middle homology of the sequence (***). First we will show that the map 
II/ from (***) is injective. Indeed, we know by Peel’s Theorem [I, Theorem 
24.13 that if q is not divisible by 3, then S,, i. r, ii is an irreducible moduie 
over the symmetric group, and if q is divisible by 3. then S,,,.,;,: has two 
irreducible composition factors. The injectivity of $ follows for q not 
divisible by 3, since the map $ is obviously non-zero. For q divisible by 3 
we have to observe that the unique irreducible submodule of SG,.i, I.ii 
is given by the restriction to the content (1, 1, . . . . 1) of the map 
r?: L(,- 1.1++ L,, 13) F given by the (commutative in characteristic 3 for :d 
divisible by 3) diagram 
where the vertical maps come from compositions of iagonalisations ar_d 
multiplications. Thus to prove that in this case Ii/ is injective, it is enough 
to show that it is non-zero on an element from image of q, Let us consider 
such an element. Let 1, 2, . . . . (q + 3) be some basis of F and let <us consider 
the element 1 A 2 A ... A (q - 1) A (q)[(q + I)(q + a)(q + 2j(q + 3!] + 
?A 2A .‘. A (q-l) A (q+l)[(q)(qG)(q+3)] + : ,A 2 A ... A (q-1) ,+, 
(q+2)[(q)(q+l)(q+3)] + 1 A 2 A .‘~ A (q-1) A jg+3j[(q)jr;+!:) 
(4+211. 
It’s image by $ is obviously non-zero, which proves that si/ is injective, 
Now we analyse the Euler characteristic of (se*). We will show by 
induction on q (for q>3) that %(q)=dimS,,.2.!,-dimS:,,,,,,-- 
dim St,,,,= 1, 
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For q = 3 the statement is true, since dim S,3,1, Ij = 16, dim Si3,1, 1,1) = 10, 
dim S,3,3, = 5. Now, by the branching rule, 
dim S (q+1.2,1~=dim~,~,2.1,+dim~,,+l,l.l~+dimS,,+l,2~ 
dim~(q+l,l,l,l)=dim~,~,l,l,l,+dim~,,+I,l,l, 
dim S Iq+ 1,2) = dim SC,,, + dim %+ 1,1) 
which shows that x(q+ 1)=x(q). 
This shows that the homology of (w*) is a one dimensional representa- 
tion of the symmetric group. It is enough to show that this homology 
cannot be a trivial representation. But the trivia1 representation in charac- 
teristic 3 is SC for the partition 5 = (t, t) (for q + 3 = 2t) or i = (t + 1, t) (for 
q + 3 = 2t + 1 j. For t 3 4 this is impossible, since L(,,,, ,,F cannot contain 
the highest weight vector of the weight t-. For small q (q+ 3 < 8) the 
statement follows from the decomposition tables at the end of [J]. This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 5. 1 
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